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Hospitality Data Mining Myths

Abstract
Electronic database handling of buisness information has gradually gained its popularity in the hospitality
industry. This article provides an overview on the fundamental concepts of a hotel database and investigates
the feasibility of incorporating computer-assisted data mining techniques into hospitality database
applications. The author also exposes some potential myths associated with data mining in hospitaltiy
database applications.
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Hospitality data mining myths 
by Rob Law 

Eleclmnic database handlIno of business infmation has araduallv aained its wD- 
u~a,;y n rhe h&rahy inakrry mls amde prov~des i'nbverv;eEv'on rhe h~nia- 
menral concepz ota nclel oarabase 3nd nvesbga,es rne (easfb1,ty of mcorporar- 
fng compu.'er-asstsled data 'nfning lechnqunc !nro hosplla.lty catabase applied- 
I I O ~ S .  I he author also exposes some wren1;aal rnyrhs assa^!ated 41th dala rnfning 
in hospitalily database applications 

A database can be defined as consisting of "some persistent data 
that is used by the application system of a given enterprise."'Accord- 
ing to Datc, persistent data are meant to be different in kind from 
other transient data, whereas thc term "enterprise" refers to  any 
organization. Fairlie, however, provides a more detailed and formal 
definition of a database. In Fairlie's literature, a database is "a collec- 
tion of data entries, which is organized on a computer by a soRware 
package, and which allows the user to relate, collate, summarize and 
reproduce such entries in accordance with any internally logical cri- 
teria."' The natural advantage of database applications would be the 
personalization of products and services. This, in turn, maintains the 
direct contact with customers and establishes the loyalty through the 
creation of a two-side meritorious linkage. 

Adatabase also consists of multiple files for a specific organization. 
Each file contains multiple records for individual customers or prod- 
ucts. A record (sometimes also known as a tuple) maintains multiple 
fields (or sometimes called attributes). These fields describe the 
behavior of a specific customer or product. Figure 1 demonstrates a 
sample hotel database which contains three files: Room File, Cus- 
tomer File, and Payment File. These tiles are used to show, for exam- 
ple, how the lsland Shangri-La in Hong Kong might store its sales 
data. 

Assuming Island Shangr-La stores the purchase records of accom- 
modation services made by different guests, the files in Figure 1 can 
be utilized to draw on the database to decide special packages offer- 
ing. The files representing these purchases would appear as shown in 
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Figure 1 
A Sample Hotel Database 

Room File 
Room Type Name 

SK Smoking lung 
sQ Smoking queen 
HS Hospitality suite 
PS Penthouse suite 
NK Non-smoking king 
NQ Non-smoking queen 

Customer File 
Name Persons Origin Number of Room 

Nights Stayed Type 
Rob Jones 1 Permanent folios 2 HS 
Kevin Adams 2 Weekend rate 2 NQ 
Norm Smith 1 Corporate 3 M( 
Rob Jones 3 Permanent folios 3 PS 

Payment File 
Name Room Type Payment Method Rate Reason 
Rob Jones HS AE Gold Card Package 
Kevin Adams NQ Cash Special rate 
Norm Smith NK Visa Classic Special rate 
Rob Jones PS AE Gold Card Package 

the appropriate fields of Figure 1. The database design in Figure 1, a 
relational database, is popular. The design is simple and well-defined, 
and can be implemented in most database management systems. 

Suppose Island Shangri-La would like to offer a special package to 
visitors for three nights, in conjunction with Cathay Pacific Airway 
(the local airline company in Hong Kong), for a Penthouse Suite. For- 
mer Island Shangri-La customer Rob Joncs, instead of Kevin Adams 
or Norm Smith (See Figure 11, would be the logical marketing target. 
This offer is made under the assumption that these people would be 
visiting Hong Kong when Island Shangri-La would be offering its spe- 
cial package. Based on this logic, Island Shangri-La would send a pro- 
motional brochure to Rob Jones's business/residential address (not 
included in Figure 1 due to the lack of space). 

Data storage and representation in a relational database are not 
difIicult to comprehend. Users can view, through various files, types 
of relationships and how these relationships can be handled. To 
demonstrate, one could find out the names of customers who had 
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stayed in a Penthouse Suite - Room Q y e  PS - and their payment 
methods by searching through the Customer File and Payment File. 
To locate records, a user can use a query language such as SQL from 
IBM to join files together to perform a cross-file search. However, the 
information access and retrieval from a relational database is techni- 
cal in nature, which might cause a usage problem for non-technical 
hotel managers. 

Most hotel databases are designed in the relational format because 
of its long and stable history. However, researchers and hoteliers are 
also developing non-relational databases for marketing purposes in 
 hotel^.^ 

In general, the selective capability of a database makes it much 
more powerful than conventional mass marketing strategies. The pri- 
mary purpose of applying databases is to set up a detailed profile of 
potential customers for marketing purposes. Agoal of this approach is 
to allow a hotel, as well as other business firms, to aim a t  more appro- 
priate customer groups. Using database marketing, target customers 
are well defined and smaller in scale to mcet certain criteria. Some 
examples of selection criteria include family background, career, and 
purchasing history. The database marketing format allows decision 
makers to target specific customers for advertising campaigns by 
issuing Database SQL commands to ask, for instancc, 'Who has lived 
in a Penthouse Suite in Island Shangri-La and paid by AE Gold 
Card?" Database marketing provides a better aim, selectivity, person- 
alization, and customer response rate a t  a lower cost compared to con- 
ventional mass marketing strategies. 

Hospitality data mining is a necessity today 
The process of gathering and comprehension of useful information 

from a set of raw data is a necessity for every business to achieve com- 
petitive advantages in the present world. Naturally, this situation 
applies to the hotel industry as well. Similar to the scientific and engi- 
neering disciplines, an intrinsic problem faced by hotel managers in 
today's business environment is the large amount of raw data camed. 
Hoteliers, usually non-technical professionals, may have difficulty com- 
prehending the increased complexity of raw data. In general, managers 
often find retrieval of useful information from raw data to be a difficult, 
slow, and mysterious process. Traditional manual information retrieval 
methods include desk reviewing of raw data, dynamic tracing with key- 
word recognition, and ad hoc scorching for various patterns. However, 
managers are often flooded with raw data, which are sometimes impre- 
cise, incomplete, uncertain, redundant, and contradictory. This pmb- 
lem gets worse as data quantity increases. In other words, the over- 
supply of raw data o f in  distracts the managers from locating the use- 
ful information during managerial decision making. 

- 
Law 
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At present, various database management software packages are 
available for information storage and retrieval. Some examples of 
these datahase management tools arc the DBASE products, Ingres, 
and Oracle. In spite of the previous successful applications in infor- 
mation storage and retrieval, database information retrieval (some- 
times called database knowledge discovery) is limited in its functions 
and capability. To illustrate, a guest history database is simply a sta- 
tic collection of data with no indication of relationships between 
guests and variables relating to them individually. More importantly, 
a database is a solved problem and is therefore not interesting to gen- 
erate new, surprising, and interesting concepts. Routine decisions are 
suitable for database information retrieval but not the dynamic hotel 
business decisions. 

Data mining is becoming increasingly popular 
In view of the comprehension problem of excessive raw data in the 

business environment, researchers in computer science developed an 
approach named data mining to  retrieve practical, previously 
unknown, and implicitly useful information from datahases. Techni- 
cal approaches borrowed from computer science, in particular artifi- 
cial intelligence, are incorporated into the data mining process. The 
common artificial intelligence methodologies which are utilized in 
data mining include large parallel array processors, fuzzy logic, and 
neural  network^.^ In fact, most models now used in data mining tools 
are not fundamentally different from the traditional quantitative 
model-building techniques. Instead, data mining methods are natur- 
al extensions and generalizations of the analytical techniques which 
have existed for decades. Neural networks, for example, are simply a 
special case of regres~ion.~ K-nearest neighbor, another data mining 
melhod, has been used for more than 30 years. All these data mining 
models, similar to the century-old regression techniques, find the 
relationships between a set of independent (or profile) variables and 
a set of dependent (or outcome) variables. What is new in data min- 
ing is that people are now taking these techniques from academia and 
research centers and applying them to more general business prob- 
lcms. The increasing availability of data and inexpensive computer 
storage and processing power also act as the catalyst for the increas- 
ing popularity of data mining. 

The central idea behind data mining is to identify the hidden rela- 
tionships and patterns which are beyond visual capture by human 
eyes. Data mining would be useful for an organization to analyze and 
exploit opportunities, especially in nrature or declining markets. The 
theoretical background of these techniques can be found in a number 
of ~ources.~ Useful information retrieved from data mining software 
will be stored in a form which represents the discovered pattern or 
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knowledge. The mined information or knowledge will then be used by 
end users (usually the non-technical business managers) to assist 
decision making. 

Various earlier work has been performed to study the relationship 
between artificial intelligence and hospitality management.' Howev- 
er, to datc, not much previous work has been attempted to incorporate 
data mining into hotel databases. 

In the hotel context, data mining software can he used by a house- 
keeping manager to identlfy the relationship between the specified 
floors and the inspectors and their attendants serving these floors. 
Similarly, a F&B manager, utilizing a data mining tool, can analyze 
the relationship between sales volume, number of covers, inventory 
control methods, and number of function rooms. Afront desk manag- 
er can use a data mining system to detect the associations among the 
number of registration windows, employees per shift, average/maxi- 
mum number of check-outs per day, and average/maximum number 
of registrants per day. 

In short, data mining can be applied virtually everywhere in a hos- 
pitality environment. Processes from restaurants, rooms division, and 
concierge can he understood, studied, and improved. Data mining 
tools can be applied to such diverse areas as human resources and 
accounting departments. Data mining is simply a technique to detect 
or discover any hidden relationships or patterns in a hotel database 
to help hoteliers make better business decisions. 

Myths do exist in hospitality database applications 
There exist many myths associated with hospitality data mining. 

The most common ones are the following: 
Myth 1: Thc more data that you supply for the data mining tools: 

the more effective the data mining technique will be. Therefore, all 
existing data from every hotel database, regardless of the relevance, 
should be brought into the data mining process. 

While data mining tools can generate more patterns with more 
data input, patterns, however, are useful only if they contribute to the 
topic at hand. Otherwise, these patterns could be worse than useless 
as they may distract the hotel managers from locating the pertinent 
information. A database may contain a lot of itformation about a cus- 
tomer but nothing about other customers who are actually rclnted. 
For instance, a hotel may have information about how a guest uses 
some spccific credit cards, but not about how these credit cards are 
used by other guests. 

Worse still, adding data items with noflittle information content to 
the data mining process will actually reduce the analyzing power of 
the database. Thc inclusion of an irrelevant data item or putting mul- 
tiple measurements of the same item can lowcr the usefulness of 
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data-mining results. A likely example would be if birth date and age 
of a guest are both included in the analysis, the computer results may 
return an equal weight to both variables. This, in turn, lowers the 
forecasting power of both variables. 

Myth 2: Only huge databases are worth mining. Patterns or usefd 
information cannot simply be observed in small databases. 

It is correct that many business data mining applications involve 
large databases and many data mining techniques and tools are thus 
built to deal with large databases. Still, a small or medium-sized data- 
base can generate useful knowledge which may be beyond visual 
catching. For example, the hotel occupancy rate may depend strongly 
on the day of thc week or time of the year. A modest-sized guest histo- 
ry database consisting of day, time, and sales would show this valuable 
information, giving the hotel manager some ideas of the relationship 
magnitude, and facilitate the planning of marketing and staffing. 

Hoteliers can collect different data altogether or collect data differ- 
ently. It is strongly recommended that before a massive database is 
put into use, it should be tried out with some simple analyses while it 
is still moderate in size. 

Myth 3: Once the database is available, without being instructed what 
to do, the data-mining software automatically finds the needed patterns. 

Within a given application domain, data mining is effective to 
retrieve valuable information. Although data mining software can 
investigate the database and detect pattems or relationships, a user 
is still needed to direct the software toward a specific goal. Simply giv- 
ing the data mining tool a mailing list from a guest history database 
and expecting the tool to improve the response rate of a direct mail- 
ing campaign will not be an effective approach. Hoteliers need to be 
more specific in their goals. To demonstrate, to increase the financial 
value of the mailing list responses, hoteliers can emphasize guests 
who have previously stayed in suites for more than three days. Simi- 
larly, to increase the response rate of direct mail, hoteliers should 
emphasize guests who have responded to previous mailings. 

Myth 4: Since information from unused data is not included, the 
model built on a sample of a database using a data mining approach 
might be incomplete and ineffective. 

Statistics theory asserts sampling is to maximize the amount of 
knowledge gained for every unit of effort being used. Sometimes it is 
necessaly to sample since not all data are relevant to the problem at  
hand or reflect the modeling population. A database with historical 
data that reflect conditions, such as the guest dining information dur- 
ing the V ie t r~m War, which may no longer be relevant, will render 
inappropridte model kaiiding for future hotel marketing direction. 

Addiiionally, building a full-scale database for data mining is 
irxpractical. For example, a F&B mar,ager wants to learn about 
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customers' satisfaction with a new restaurant, but it t,akes a n  hour 
to manage a guest survey. The F&B manager would rather limit 
the data collection to a sample of customers. 

Myth 5: Since data mining involves some complicated technical 
processes, data mining soRware would be very difficult to use. 

For most non-technical hoteliers, the technicality associat,ed with a 
data mining model could be very complicated and difficult to under- 
stand. However, many market-available data mining systems have 
made the application process fairly easy. Very often, outputs from 
data mining tools are in a form of simple tables and graphs. Howev- 
er, these tables and graphs can mean a lot to the hotel business. If 
there are difficulties in using data mining tools, most of these diffi- 
culties are from data organization and data preparation issues. For 
instance, users always come across the difficulty of deciding which 
variables to include and how to arrange the variables. 

Myth 6: Data mining tools can produce surprising results which 
will completely change the hotel business. 

Useful patterns generated by data mining software can contribute 
to the improvement of new and well-established hotels in knowledge 
gained about hotel guests. This knowledge can always cause positive 
evolutionary changes, instead of revolutionary changes, to the hotel 
business. Small changes, while compounded over a certain period of 
time, can lead to a suhstantial increase in business. However, data 
mining in the hotel context can occasionally discover some "interest- 
i n g  facts, such as the f ad  that Oriental guests are always the "big 
spenders" in hotel casinos. Data mining systems are therefore good 
for forward-looking hoteliers. 

Myth 7: Data mining is just another fad which will shortly fade. 
Standard business practice is still in operation with the existence 

of data mining tools. Hoteliers should remember that data mining 
systems are developed to assist, among others, hotel managers, hut 
not to replace anybody. In addition, the name may change in the 
future, but data mining as an important application area in business 
does not end. Data mining is simply another advance in the current 
research progress. 

Expectations about data mining techniques abound 
In the hospitality industry, and prohably other service industries, a 

typical technological cycle always goes through fixre stages: 

excitement or enthusiasm for a specific claim 
misur~derstanding or ignorance of the technology's potential ben- 
efits and actual capabilities 
adoption by hoteliers without enough background preparation 
and training 

- 
Laru 
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frustration, sadness, disappointment, complaints, and divorce 
from the technology 
a return to business as usual. 

To deal with a data mining project with whichever data mining 
software, hoteliers should avoid unrealistic expcctations and disap- 
pointments. To ensure the success of a hotel data mining project, hote- 
liers have lo understand the facts and not have any false hopes. As 
long as data can be gathered, data mining would be useful. However, 
a costhenefit analysis may show that the time and effort being spent 
on data mining actually exceeds the return. 

For example, a hotelier anticipates by administering one more 
piece of information about hotel guests, say, annual income, that room 
occupancy rate will increase 20 percent. However, the hoteliers also 
know that by sending mail to twice as many people, the room occu- 
pancy rate will increase 20 percent. If gathering, storing, and retriev- 
ing the extra data electronically is more expensive than sending the 
mail, it would be more realistic for hoteliers to send the extra mail 
rather than handle and mine the extra data. 
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